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ABSTRACT
This thesis sets out to disprove the theory of the decline of the Old Masters market using data
from 2014 until 2022. The data is collected from the January and December Evening Sales at
Sotheby’s auction house in both London and New York. It elicits that through the assistance
of calculated estimates the market has been holding steady despite media headlines and
assumptions. The market, as the smallest of the fine art sectors, fights against, but
simultaneously uses to its advantage, the concept of scarcity. Many masterpieces that come to
auction benefit from never having been seen before and thus can obtain high prices. For the
rest of the market there may be a repetition of certain artists and artworks but the data
collected shows that this frequency does not result in a decline in pricing – on the contrary it
can result in a slight increase. Through 16 auctions incorporating 792 works, this thesis
analyzes the estimates given at auction, the frequency at which artists appear at auction, and
the average and median sales revenues generated, with and without high value pieces that
might skew the results. The data shows that the Old Masters Market has, at the very least,
retained its value over time.
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I
INTRODUCTION
The Old Masters market, by way of definition, is old. Defined as works completed by
artists born between 1250 and 1821, Old Masters differ from the abstract and modern works
dominating the market today1. The artists are not in the news doing interviews or having their
activities reported by the “mainstream press”, nor are they spoken about through their recent
passing or with regard to lawsuits brought against them. Lacking such regular publicity, the
sector of Old Masters sales is relatively small and as of the last year totaled just 7% of lots
sold and 8% of the value of the auction market2. Said percentage has stood against time as
many important works have been stolen, lost, or even destroyed. However, physical risk can
benefit the sales value in the Old Masters market as it emphasizes the concept of scarcity.
Many buyers strive to purchase works that have not been seen before with the idea
that there will not be another chance to invest in such a historic piece. Scarcity, however, is
the paradox of the market today as it also encourages owners, whether museums or private
collectors, to adopt an unwillingness to part with prominent works. This has further reduced
the works available, specifically the masterpieces, in an already limited market and has
additionally led to a repetition of both pieces and artists at auction. It is a pertinent question
as to whether there is a scarcity of works or a scarcity of buyers. This causality dilemma,
however, does not detract from the data collected which elicits that overall the value of the
Old Masters market is not decreasing but is rather steady or even increasing in value – and
like the contemporary or post-modern markets, not all Old Masters are of the same deemed
importance. It is the estimates given to these works prior to auction that are driving the
market, especially for those not acquainted with the specific history of these pieces.

1

Clare McAndrew, “The Art Market Report 2022” (UBS, March 28, 2021),
https://d2u3kfwd92fzu7.cloudfront.net/The_Art_Market_2022.pdf
2
Clare McAndrew, “The Art Market Report 2021” (UBS, March 16, 2021), https://d2u3kfwd92fzu7.cloudfront.net/The-ArtMarket_2021.pdf.
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Furthermore, the frequency at which artists appear, contributing to this paradox of scarcity,
does not necessarily reflect the historic importance of an artist.
These observations were extracted from data collected on Sotheby’s Old Masters
Evening Sales both in London and New York, December and January, from 2014 until 2022.
This data outlines all artists and their works, the hammer price versus the estimate and
whether that work had previously been on the auction market. The analysis of the data and
attached appendices summarize the lots sold by band of value but also by number of lots. The
graphs included have been calculated via the attached appendices. This thesis will
additionally compare the lack of sales of the renowned Caravaggio to that of those artists who
frequent the auction market to further elicit the paradox of scarcity. The data ironically
suggests that when you resell a work, that work has a higher chance of increasing in value
thus disproving the idea that repetition would devalue a piece. This is in contradiction to the
initial hypothesis detracted partly from the negative media attention the Old Masters market
has garnered. This emphasizes that the value of the work of Old Masters is not necessarily
diminishing but rather the supply of high value pieces is.

2

HISTORY OF DEMAND
The contemporary demand for Old Master works can be better understood through a
timeline of their importunity. Old Masters works, commonly known for adorning museum
walls or being housed within private collections today have their own art fairs such as
TEFAF Maastricht and Frieze Masters and their own sales and weeks at auction such as
Classics Week at Christies or Masters’ Week at Sotheby’s. They also have their own dealers
that specialize in regions and/or artists. Historically speaking the art market that is now
deemed Old Masters could be said to begin with the Silk Road. This was not a physical road
but rather the first trade route linking Europe and Asia. The Silk Road paved the path for
cultural and global interaction and enabled a conversation between different cultures but
more importantly initiated a desire for items and objects from other countries and cultures.
This world interconnectivity grew as the centuries passed. As art dealers rose in prestige
across Europe the competition amongst them increased. Alonso de Cardenas was the Spanish
ambassador who bought artwork for the Spanish Royal Family and was competing with
Antoine de Bordeaux the French ambassador buying pieces for Cardinal Mazarin in France3.
Antwerp did not emerge as a major art center until the latter half of the fifteenth century
when Our Lady’s Pand was at the forefront of the art market functioning as an exhibition and
essentially a salesroom. It was operated by the Church but stood autonomously as a
showroom, where artists with a range of abilities, some being minor craftsmen and others
esteemed successful artists, could exhibit their work4. Antwerp was also one of the first
homes of auctions, organized by the guild of St Luke, and these auctions were fueled by an
abundance of wealth that drove a demand for art. However, auctions had been occurring
throughout history from Ancient Rome through sixteenth century France, both of which were

3

Philip Hook, Rogues' Gallery: The Rise and Occasional Fall of Art Dealers, The Hidden Players in The History of Art, 2nd
ed. (New York City, NY: The Experiment LLC, 2018), 17.
4
Dan Ewing, “Marketing Art in Antwerp, 1460-1560: Our Lady's Pand,” The Art Bulletin 72, no. 4 (1990): pp. 558-584,
https://doi.org/10.2307/3045762.
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Court appointed occurrences to settle debts or taxes. It wasn’t until 1744 that Samuel Baker
opened the doors for Sotheby’s, originally starting with sales of books and manuscripts. This
was followed by Christie’s in 1766 and Bonhams in 1793.
Simultaneously British artists were beginning to emerge, such as Gainsborough and
Wilson, both of whom gained recognition against the Renaissance works with the help of the
Royal Academy of the Arts who provided a trade union for them. However, auctions and
dealers were mostly working with works imported from “France, Italy and the Netherlands”
most of which were Old Masters5.
Separate to auctions, Old Master works became accessible to the masses when
museums began to open around the latter half of the eighteenth century. Many museums
opened when private collections became public. For example Hans Sloane is responsible for
the creation of the British Museum as on his death he bequeathed his collection to the British
Nation but only if it was open to the public as a free admission museum6. What these
museums provided through these collections was a demonstration of immense nationalism
and an attempt at power. By the end of the nineteenth century no Western nation, with the
exception of the United States, was complete without its own national museum7. As for
France, the opening of the Louvre coincided with the Enlightenment. The “value to society of
education and desire to collect” was accelerated due to the French Revolution in order to
“demonstrate the intellectual advancement of the young republic” which is why the amount
of art amassed grew so swiftly8.
This was an ideal that America strove for. The now world-renowned museum, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, first began with its “founders [seeking] to create an art museum

5

Hook, 25. Important to note that there was a marked increase in the number of paintings imported into England in the later
half of the seventeenth century
6
James Delbourgo, Collecting the World Hans Sloane and the Origins of the British Museum (London: Penguin Books Ltd.,
2017), 311.
7
Andrew McCellan, “Nationalism and the Origins of the Museum in France.” Studies in the History of Art 47 (1996), 29.
8
Andrew McCellan, “The Musée Du Louvre as Revolutionary Metaphor During the Terror,” The Art Bulletin 70, no. 2
(1988), 304.
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that would hold its own against the Louvre9.” Isabella Stewart Gardner ventured to Paris
where, according to her husband’s diary, she bought “the van der Meer picture for fr.
29,00010.” This heralded a large rise in demand for Old Masters from wealthy Americans.
Britain had already benefitted from a long period of purchasing such works that so many
were both “dispersed throughout the country” and “held under wraps11.” This expansion was
driven in part by the Grand Tour where wealthy and noble men would venture from England
and travel throughout Europe as part of their education. They would commission or purchase
works of art on this tour and particularly in France and Italy with Roman artists such as
Canaletto12. American Museums, however, gained their large collections much later during
the twentieth century. For example in 1935, after Adelaide Frick’s passing, the Frick
collection opened and like the Gardner Museum it maintained the structure of a private home.
In 1937 Andrew Mellon donated one hundred and twenty five Old Master paintings to launch
the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C, and in 1929 Louisine Havemeyer died at age
seventy-three bequeathing approximately two thousand works of art to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. These works included eight Rembrandts, two El Grecos and fifteen Goyas13.
The rise of American collectors meant that American dealers would soon become
vital. The nineteenth century brought immense wealth to the United Sates and like that of
British living artists, living American artists emerged. Dealer Ernest Gambart began to work
with and promote living American artists and the role of art dealer expanded as they became
the middleman between the artist and this “newly expanded bourgeois clientele on the
lookout for cultural and financial profit14.” As these dealers began to work with living artists

9

Cynthia Saltzman, Old Masters, New World: America's Raid on Europe's Great Pictures (New York, NY: Penguin Group,
2009), 15.
10
Ibid, 46.
11
Ibid, 27.
12
Jean Sorabella, “The Grand Tour,” Metmuseum.org (Metropolitan Museum of Art, October 2003),
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/grtr/hd_grtr.htm.
13
Saltzman, 261.
14
Hook, 118.
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it was then that new movements of art emerged alongside new desires. From cubism to
surrealism, post-war and contemporary art skyrocketed. This does not mean that over time
the works of the Old Masters no longer have a home on the art market but rather that the
large sum of new artists and their works surpasses that of Old Masters in volume.
Post-war and Contemporary Art make up 55% of the value of the global fine art sales
followed by Modern art at 22%. Third is the Impressionist and Post-Impressionist art that
accounted for 15% of the market in 2021. The Old Masters accounted for 8% and half of that
was European Old Masters15. These percentages demonstrate that the most recent art is also
the most available at market. As the oldest sector, Old Masters consequentially deal with a
scarcity of works available.

15

McAndrew (2022), 121.
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THE MARKET TODAY
This history of location and demand of Old Masters holds importance because it is a
mirror image of today, since at the beginning the Old Masters were indeed contemporary art.
These works were used for eliciting power and monetary value which today would somewhat
be equivalent to art for investment purposes. Nowadays Old Masters are frequently collected
by those who have knowledge in the field or have an appetite for a specialized section be that
of French Rococo or English portraiture. However, this market is constantly fighting against
the swinging pendulum of scarcity.
Scarcity has been an issue for Old Masters since the initial demand created a market.
Defined as the “combination [of] the quantity available with the intensity of the demand,
including need and desire as well as means,” scarcity was occurring not just after artists
passed away16. Rembrandt would even buy his own prints and due to the pressure of demand,
copies and forgeries would occur on a large scale17. Today scarcity shows its form in the
repetition of works at auction. Unless the work is of newsworthy value, like the two Botticelli
works appearing at auction within the last two years, it is not unusual to see pieces appear on
the market for a second or even a third time. Clare McAndrew in the 2022 Art Market
Report, states that “the scarcity of high-quality Old Masters masterpieces coming onto the
market means that their appearance has a more dramatic effect on annual trends18.”
The history previously mentioned was centered on the demand and impact of the
European Old Masters but in recent years eight out of ten of the top selling artists within the
Old Masters sector were Chinese artists. As a consequence the sales by value of European
Old Masters had dropped to less than 46% of the market by value in 2019 and to 37% in 2020
– despite accounting for 70% of the number of lots sold. McAndrew states that this is due to a

16

Neil De Marchi and Hans J. Miegroet, “Art, Value, and Market Practices in the Netherlands in the Seventeenth
Century,” The Art Bulletin 76, no. 3 (1994): p. 451, https://doi.org/10.2307/3046038.
17
Ibid.
18
McAndrew (2022), 184.
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“very thin supply of high-quality works in circulation19.” This connects directly to the issue
of scarcity and essentially its paradox. For there is not a lack of Old Masters on the market, in
fact the market is deemed to be “oversupplied20.” This thesis will focus on the Old Masters
Evening sales which are all, if not predominantly configured of American and European
artists.
It would be naive to state that the Old Masters market and its wavering values and
fluctuations differ from that of any other sector of the art market. However, it would
additionally be naive to ignore the reality that the future of the market is dependent on the
younger demographic gaining interest within the Old Masters realm. In particular it is
important that this interest is not contingent on only the noteworthy and large sales. There is a
younger demographic of wealth that has entered the market in recent years. These are
millennial collectors and in 2020 “[they] were the highest spenders with 30% having spent
over $1 million versus 17% of Boomers21.” This new generation with significant spending
power thus poses the question of whether scarcity attracts the millennials to the large and
high-profile sales rather than the lower quality sales or indeed if they are interested in the
market at all. Andrew Fletcher, the head of Sotheby’s Old Master department stated that:
“If you would have asked me [who collects Old Masters] 15 years ago,
it would be an easy answer: 50 plus Western Europeans and North
Americans. Now it’s fairly evenly spread between Asia, North America,
and Central and South America. There’s also far more in the 25 to 50
age bracket than there were 5 to 10 years ago. I don’t think we’ll ever
attract a 20-year-old though – this is a category that takes a while to get

19

McAndrew (2022), 181.
Jo Lawson-Tancred, “Christie’s and Sotheby’s Tepid London Sales Illustrate the Old Master Market’s Novel Problem:
Too Much Supply, Too Little Demand,” The Art Newspaper (2021).
21
McAndrew (2021), 21.
20
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into. You want to be more confident in your collecting before you
approach the Old Masters22.”
This does not mean that auction houses do not attempt to draw interest from these younger
buyers. For example Sotheby’s implemented the Rembrandt to Richter sale which employs a
cross-category tactic to allow collectors who don’t have a specialization to approach Old
Masters works from a less academic perspective23. This is an attempt to eliminate fear or
intimidation regarding value or preference for any inexperienced buyer that may be out of
their depth. These sales are additionally an example of how the estimates are able to drive the
buyers, for those unaware of the value of each work may put trust in the auction house.
It is also vital to take into consideration the changes the coronavirus pandemic has had
on the entire market. With the switch to online platforms forcing the market to turn digital,
the Old Masters market has adapted. Karl Herman, the global managing director at Christies,
stated that in their first online Old Masters sale [in New York in June], 22% of the buyers
were new and 52% were making their first online purchase24. It was normally essential for
buyers to purchase these works strictly after viewing in person, but what the pandemic has
evidently changed is collector confidence. Sotheby’s “hasn’t yet had an instance of a
collector being unhappy with [an Old Masters] work being bought remotely25.” This
statement to an extent ties directly in to the argument of this thesis. The Old Masters market
has seen such a repetition of sales of the same works over the years that this could contribute
to the confidence in purchasing works without seeing them in person. Such repetition can be
either of works of the same artist or of specific pieces. It is important to note that from 2020

22

Justin Kamp, “How Old Masters Dealers Are Attracting a New Generation of Collectors,” Artsy, July 27, 2020,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-masters-dealers-attracting-new-generation-collectors.
23
Ibid.
24
Anna Brady, “'We Have to Broaden Our Reach, Be More Interesting': The Year the Old Master Trade Went Digital,” The
Art Newspaper - International art news and events (The Art Newspaper - International art news and events, September 28,
2021), https://www.theartnewspaper.com/2020/12/10/we-have-to-broaden-our-reach-be-more-interesting-the-year-the-oldmaster-trade-went-digital.
25
Ibid.
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the volume of sales increased by 12%, as 2020 was the sector’s lowest level in more than 15
years26. This lack of lots coincides with the worst effects of the pandemic and could have
caused a sense of weariness surrounding the market and a consequent unwillingness to sell.
The comparison of Caravaggio is used to juxtapose the frequency of many artists to
the inherent lack of Caravaggio’s works present on the auction market. Furthermore, this
enforces the comparison between those artists who are behind the shock value or high value
pieces versus those who are not. As previously stated, there is scarcity with these high-quality
masterpieces and it is interesting to see through the data, once the high value pieces are
excluded for some calculations, how much the sales of those works can and do skew the
market. With regard to Caravaggio, it is an interesting comparison based on how many of his
works are in private hands and the reality that as a result there are less shock value pieces
circulating in the market. The media and indeed many others involved in the market do
question the future for the Old Masters market but the data collected and the subsequent
analyses demonstrate a continued value for the work that is resold and there are even
increases in many cases.
This thesis aims to disprove the commonly perceived view of a negative track to the
Old Masters market. Further it analyzes the variations in the market; be that how an artist
sells in London versus New York, how much the market is skewed by high value items and
lastly how the increased availability of wealth can result in a rise in prices. These price rises
may be the result of scarcity in the market but are also driven by the increased wealth of the
richest in society as has happened in previous centuries.

26

McAndrew, (2022), 122.
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II
DATA COLLECTION
Sotheby’s auction house has sold world renowned Old Masters works over an
extended period of time. As such it is an excellent source of comparative sales information.
For this evaluation data has been collected from Evening Sales - specifically these are the
sales occurring in January and December from both London and New York. These were
examined to withdraw information beginning with the December 2014 sale in London and
ending with the January 2022 sale in New York. Evening sales were used as opposed to Day
sales as they tend to have a concentration of higher value pieces even though there are fewer
lots. As such it looks directly at the demand or frequency of high value pieces. This does not
mean to say that the Day sales do not have high net worth pieces. Lots are carefully allotted
and consideration is given as to where each might best be received. It has been noted that one
work “sold at night competing against a star lot could go unnoticed or underappreciated,
while selling that same work during the day could garner much more attention27.” The
decision was taken to include both New York and London since the data can provide
coverage of both major art market hubs.
The data collected lists the artist’s name, the name of the work, the hammer price
(found via Art Price), and the sale price including taxes and premiums that Sotheby’s online
catalogue provides. In addition a note was made of the estimated range of expected hammer
prices prior to the sale. Finally, some research was attempted to try to identify prior sales of
the same work in order to analyze any variation in sales prices over time.

27

Christy Kuesel, “Should I Go to Daytime or Evening Art Auctions?,” Artsy Editorial (Artsy, August 29, 2019),
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-differences-daytime-evening-art-sales.
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DISCREPANCIES
There are important discrepancies to note when collecting this data. First and
foremost, the data of the hammer price is found from Art Price, the price after buyer’s
premium is directly from Sotheby’s. Art Price does not note all works in the history of the
auction market and thus some were not found. Due to this discrepancy when noting works
that were previously up for auction, Sotheby’s listed provenance was used from their online
auction catalogue to cross check the information. However, in many cases Sotheby’s either
did not note the provenance or the work was previously sold under a different artist’s name
and could not always be found. Occasionally for pieces done by artists such as The Dutch
School circa 1650 or The Milanese School (Last Quarter of the 17th Century), hammer prices
could not be located because the artists names were not found on Art Price. As their hammer
prices could not be found they were removed from the data collection, which is why the
number of lots on Sotheby’s website will differ from that of this data collection.
Inflation rates were considered but the decision was taken not to apply an inflation
factor in analyzing the data as there are conflicting views as to its relevance. It should be
noted primarily that inflation rates are calculated by considering the costs at different times of
goods and services “commonly” used by consumers. These might include food, gasoline,
computers, prescription drugs, college tuition fees and mortgage payments amongst others.
The basket of items considered for the calculation varies over time as the purchasing choices
of consumers change. However, it is certain that the price of high value luxury items is not
included and it could be argued that high net worth individuals purchasing high value items
are relatively insulated from the impacts of inflation on society as a whole. As such it is
probably not a major factor in their consideration of the value of any purchase even though
when a piece of art is purchased it is likely that the buyer is aware of the costs of other items
in society. Therefore it seems more likely that any buyer (or seller) of a major piece of art

12

would pay more attention to previous prices paid for that work or recent prices paid for
comparable works. When considering high value art purely as an investment then one side
argues that rising inflation rates are set to cause a “buying frenzy” with art as a tangible
investment used to “diversify one’s portfolio28.” The contrasting view is that now it is
especially vital to make informed decisions purchasing art rather than buying so willingly29.
In any event, inflation rates were considered and shown on Appendix 3 Sheet 1 from 1997
through to 2021 for both the US and UK markets. The impact of the coronavirus pandemic
has certainly had a noticeable impact on inflation in both the USA and UK and is estimated at
7.04% in the USA and 4.80% in the UK for 2021. However, in all years from 1997 to 2020
the inflation rate never exceeded 4% in either market in any one year and since 2014 has
never exceeded 3%. It can also be argued that in any auction there is an estimated “expected”
sales price range. This may possibly influence the buyers far more than any consideration of
inflation rates of basic commodities. Dominic Rushe states as of April 2022, that prices in the
US have climbed to their highest rate since 1981, due in part to Russia’s war on Ukraine30.
As this is very recent and after taking all the arguments into account it was decided not to
utilize inflation rates in considering the data.
The New York and London markets were considered individually in analyzing the
data. However there was also an attempt to combine the markets and evaluate them together.
In order to do this the Bank of England Exchange rates were applied from 31 January (or the
nearest available business day when the information was available) from 1997 to 2021.
Exchange rates between the US dollar and the British pound do vary considerably from year
to year. Up until 2013 the exchange rate varied from a low of 1.4134 in 2002 to a high of

28

Helen Holmes, “How Rising Inflation Rates Could Be Creating an Art World Buying Frenzy,” Observer (Observer,
November 23, 2021), https://observer.com/2021/11/how-rising-inflation-rates-could-be-creating-an-art-world-buyingfrenzy/.
29
Jillian Billard, “How Surging Inflation Is Impacting Art Galleries,” Artsy, January 12, 2022,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-surging-inflation-impacting-art-galleries.
30
Dominic Rushe, “US Inflation Climbed to 8.5% in March, Highest Rate since 1981,” The Guardian (Guardian News and
Media, April 12, 2022), https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/apr/12/us-inflation-rate-march-2022.
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1.9882 in 2008. The average over that seventeen year period from 1997 to 2013 was 1.6623.
Since 2014 (the period for which the sales data was primarily collected) the value of the
pound has dropped significantly against the dollar and in recent years has been as low as
1.2589 (2017) with the average for the last eight years at 1.405. As such it is essential to
apply the exchange rate at the time of sale to the UK price in British pounds in order to
properly compare with US dollar sales in the US market.
Lastly, Sotheby’s was chosen to be examined in detail and not in conjunction with
Christie’s. Primarily this is because Christie’s does not list whether a lot was bought in on
their website, (unlike Sotheby’s) and this made it difficult for the lots to be accurately judged.
The exclusion of Christie’s also allowed for a longer timeline for Sotheby’s sales, looking
into both January and December. Also, there was sufficient data provided through Sotheby’s
sales alone to enable assessments to be made.

14

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The market for Old Masters is very specialized. As such the actual number of
paintings sold per year within auctions is relatively small. As shown by the data in the US
there were 497 paintings put on sale in January over the eight year period from 2015 to 2022.
This is an average of 62 paintings in each sale but there is significant variance here. There
were 100 paintings put on sale in 2015 but only 38 in 2021. In addition there are a significant
number of paintings that are not sold in each auction and that serves to reduce the population
for analysis still further. Of the 497 paintings put up for sale only 337 were actually sold – a
success rate of 67.8% or approximately two thirds. Again, there is some variation here with
50% of the 52 paintings in 2016 failing to sell whilst in 2019 the success rate was 74.7%. The
UK auction is smaller with 295 paintings put up for sale in December each year between
2014 and 2021. Of these 234 were sold which is a success rate of 79.3%. This is notably
more than in the corresponding US sales but this may be caused by a similar number of
buyers at auction chasing a smaller number of artworks. Certainly even in the worst year in
2015 where 14 of the 40 paintings did not sell this is still a success rate of 65%. It is
interesting to note that in the 2014 New York sale titled Old Master paintings there were an
astonishing 227 lots. Out of those 227 lots, 69 did not sell making it still only 30.4% thus a
success rate of 69.6%.

Figure 1
(ERIN HAYDON) Total of paintings not sold in the New York sales from Appendix 1

Figure 2
(ERIN HAYDON) Total of paintings not sold in London sales from Appendix 2
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Of course, the number of paintings sold is of less importance than the value of the
sales made. The 337 paintings sold in the US auctions generated $401,060,405 in revenue
($475,229,510 if including taxes and premiums). This represents an average sales price of
$1,190,090 ($1,410,177 with taxes). The corresponding figures for the UK sales were
£153,486,000 (£182,076,300 with taxes) for an average sale price of £655,923 (£778,104
with taxes). The median sales price in both the US and the UK is significantly lower than the
average price. This suggests that the data is skewed by high value items – as might be
expected. An analysis of the number of paintings sold by band of value compared to the
actual value of those paintings sold highlights this difference. Considering only the top band
(those paintings sold for over $3 million) in the US the variance is significant in every year
but is startling in 2021 where 4% of the number of items sold generated 82.6% of the value. It
is a similar situation with UK sales and for example in 2014 it can be seen that 9.1% of the
number of sales in the highest band (those sold for over £2.5 million) generated 74.6% of the
value of sales in that year.
The importance of these very high value sales can be demonstrated by removing them
from the analysis. In the US if the 19 sales exceeding $3 million during the period are
excluded then the total sales value drops from $401,060,405 ($475,229,510 plus taxes) to
$164,960,405 ($201,482,010 with taxes) and the average sales value from $1,190,090
($1,410,177 with taxes) to $518,742 ($633,591 with taxes). In the UK it is the same situation
if the 9 paintings sold for more than £2.5 million are excluded. The total sales price drops
from £153,486,000 (£182,076,300 with taxes) to £83,986,000 (£107,897,500 with taxes). The
average reduces from £655,923 (£778,104 with taxes) to £373,271 (£479,544 with taxes).
Due to this significant variance the sales of the very high value items are considered
separately from the overall market. A degree of subjective analysis must be applied to obtain
valid appreciation of the reasons for any sales price variances. In addition to the high value
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items already mentioned a decision was made to examine sales of paintings in the US over $1
million and those in the UK over £1 million. It is understood that there is an exchange
difference here (albeit less in recent years) but subjectively this could be considered at the
level where a sale is extremely substantial. It can be seen how important it is to isolate the
high value sales from an analysis of the overall market when the two sales by Sandro
Botticelli in New York in 2021 and 2022 are considered. With hammer prices of $39.3
million and $80 million each painting would amount to total sales in the auction in some
years.

Figure 3
(ERIN HAYDON) New York total paintings sold and total paintings sold excluding sales over $3 million from Appendix 1

Figure 4
(ERIN HAYDON) London total paintings sold and total paintings sold excluding sales over £2.5 million from Appendix 2

The disparity between the high value pieces and the rest of the lots should be noted by
viewing the scarcity of these masterpieces or very high value works. In both the London and
New York markets from 2014 to 2022 there were 7 (including the 2 Botticelli’s mentioned)
works over $10 million sold - the artists including; Rembrandt van Rijn, Orazio Gentileschi,
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John Mallord William Turner, Giovanni Battista Tiepolo and John Constable shown in Graph
1. There were an additional 7 lots selling within the range of $5–10 million, as shown in
Figure 5 below along with the previous 7 works, both accounting each for 0.8% of the 792
lots (including those not sold). Finally, within the range of $1-5 million there were 94 lots
that account for 11.9% of the total. These calculations were taken from the combined
appendix, Appendix 3, where pounds were converted into dollars.

Figure 5
(ERIN HAYDON) Table showing all works from 2014 – 2022 in New York and London markets over $5 million (pounds
converted)

These numbers show the rarity of a masterpiece coming onto the market. The graph
below elicits the steadiness of the market and how these masterpieces can come to sale at any
point, and it balances off not only the right buyers within the room but the marketing leading
up to these sales. Of course, the estimates play a large role which will be discussed later but
this graph shows the steadiness of the market where these masterpieces appear only once to
twice a year on average. Taking it a step further, looking at all the lots that sold from $1
million to the highest selling there were 94 as stated. In 2022 there were 11 lots selling within
this range, 11 in 2021, 14 in 2020, 12 in 2019, 18 in 2018, 9 in 2017, 10 in 2016, 17 in 2015
and 4 in 2014. The years of 2014 and 2022 cannot be considered without acknowledging that
they only have one sale, 2014 in London and 2022 in New York. These numbers additionally
prove the steadiness of the market and that the numbers do not drastically fluctuate within
this range.
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Graph 1 – (ERIN HAYDON): Volume of Masterpieces from 2014 – 2022

The dissimilarity between the London and New York market should be noted as the
London market only had 26 works over £1 million compared to 70 over $1 million in the
New York market. As the works of major artists can be brought to sale in either New York or
London it is important to consider the two markets together. It is also important to note that
for pieces or collections deemed noteworthy it is frequent that these specific works travel
worldwide to allow interested buyers the chance to view in locations within close proximity.
For example, Man Of Sorrows travelled to Hong Kong prior to its sale in New York. John
Constable has three works sold in the London Market for over £1 million but only one in the
larger New York market. Although a subjective answer, it could be that Constable, as a wellknown English painter born in Suffolk who painted English landscapes, might be a more
popular sale item in London as opposed to New York. Historically most of his works were
done with the inspiration from Hampstead Heath, just outside of London, where he painted a
series of 100 cloudscapes31.
Lucas Cranach the Elder has a similar narrative – with five works on the New York
market, three selling for over $1 million, one at $700,000 and another not sold. Interestingly
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John Constable Paintings, accessed April 28, 2022, https://www.john-constable.net/paintings/.
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this is not the case for the London sales for this artist. Five works were sold on the London
market however two did not sell and the other three sold for significantly less (the highest at
£650,000) as seen below. This shows how the success of an artist in a certain region does not
guarantee that they will succeed elsewhere. It also supports the decision to look at the
markets together but also as separate entities.

Graph 2
(ERIN HAYDON): Chart taking data from Combined Sales Appendix (with exchange rate) showing 10 works by Lucas

Cranach the Elder

John Constable also provided a good example with regards to the difficulties in
correctly analyzing the data. His painting “The Lock” is listed as sold for $31,356,000 in
2012. It is subsequently listed for sale at a substantially reduced price of £8 million
($12,014,400 at the approximate exchange rate of 1.5018) in 2015. Although the two works
have the same dimensions and depictions, they are two different versions done by
Constable32. This was seen in many artists work - the slight alteration to works or the same
depiction with little variation. Both of these works are by Gaspar Van Wittel, also known as
Vanvitelli, of the view of the Bacino di San Marco, Venice. Figure A. was sold in 2008 for a
hammer price of £900,000 at Sotheby’s in London. Figure B was sold in the Christies’ Old
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BBC, “John Constable's the Lock Set for Auction,” BBC News (BBC, September 26, 2015),
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-34372281.
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Masters Paintings sale for $1.3 million in 2012. These works depict the same view differing
by the addition of a large sailboat in Figure A and more gondolas in Figure B.

Figure A.
Gaspar Van Wittel’s “Venice, a view of the Bacino di San Marco”

Figure B.
Gaspar Van Wittel’s “View of the Bacino di San Marco from the Grand Canal”

It is natural in any market for works to make it to the auction more than once. Of the
792 works within the data set (sold in both London and New York) a total of 146 (18.4%)
have had prior sales. In addition there are a further 56 items that are not included in the
analyzed data because they were either not sold or not listed and thus did not have a hammer
price value. Analysis of the 146 items for which comparative data are available shows that 94
(64.4%) sold at a higher price in the subsequent sale. Only 52 (35.6%) sold for less in the
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later sale. The sale price of all 146 items in this data subset had increased to $109.1 million
from $93.5 million. What this implies is that the market, although lacking attention from the
media, is not decreasing in value and those works that people have invested in can be resold
for possible gain.
Looking at individual items there are some substantial variations. For example
Artemisia Gentileschi’s work, “Portrait of a Seated Lady” (possibly Caterina Savelli), was
sold in 1999 for $217,896 but sold again in 2022 for to $1,982,104 – a percentage increase of
1009.7% (Figure 6). If you exclude the large price reduction already explained for “The
Lock” by John Constable then the largest decrease in value was for Filippino Lippis’s work
“Penitent Mary Magdalene Adoring the True Cross in a Rocky Landscape” which sold for
$2,000,000 in 2005 but only $450,000 in 2022. However although there can be quite
substantial variations both up and down in price it is pertinent that there are 16 pieces where
there has been an increase in price of over $750,000 within the data set but only 6 where
there has been a similar reduction. Therefore, it demonstrates the majority of works will resell
at a higher value.
It cannot be stressed enough how much the data can be impacted by high value items.
In 2021 Sandro Botticelli’s “Young Man holding a Roundel”, sold for a hammer price of $80
million. In that year although 82.6% of the sales value was over $3 million this was the sole
lot in that band making up for a mere 4% of the total of lots sold. Similarly in 2022 there was
a “shock value” sale also by Botticelli titled “The Man of Sorrows”, which sold at a hammer
price of $39 million. Looking at this data on its own you would state that there appears to be
a low supply of high value works – as dealers have recently agreed33. Once the high value
items are removed there is some consistency in average and median prices over the period.
For US sales the average hammer price is between $365,000 (2017) and $703,208 (2021)
33

Julia Halperin, “Art Dealers at Frieze Masters Are Hustling to Make Sales despite a Low Supply of High-Quality Works,”
Artnet News (Artnet News, October 5, 2019), https://news.artnet.com/market/frieze-masters-2019-1667377.
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with the corresponding median hammer price range between $220,000 (2015) and $485,000
(2022). It is worth noting that the median price has increased in every year from 2015 to 2022
with the single exception of 2021 – where it still remained above the median price of 2019.
Again, as with the resale increases noted above, this suggests the value of the market is
increasing over time. UK hammer price sales show a similar pattern with regard to average
prices which vary between £255,455 (2020) and £481,273 (2018). There is no solid pattern
with regard to median hammer price sale with regard to year as in the US but the variation is
still quite small with the largest being £356,500 (2014) and the lowest £187,500 (2018). The
London market has a smaller population so trends are harder to identify.

Figure 3 (Repeated)
New York total paintings sold and total paintings sold excluding sales over $3 million from Appendix 1

Figure 4 (Repeated)
London total paintings sold and total paintings sold excluding sales over £2.5 million from Appendix 2

Failure to sell items may also reflect market trends. For the London market 2015 had
the largest number of items not sold at 14 out of 40 (35%). It was a similar situation in New
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York where 31 lots out of 100 (31%) did not sell. Although 2016 had a higher percentage at
50% of lots that did not sell that was with a much smaller population of total lots at 52. Dr.
McAndrew states that not only did the global sales fall 7% in 2015, but this was also the first
decline since 201134. This could be due to the peak high of the market in 2014, the second
highest year for the sales of European Old Masters on the auction market – second to 2017 at
$977 million35.
In summary, the Old Masters market is benefitting from the increase in wealth but
more importantly the market value itself is increasing. The data shows an infrequent
appearance of high value masterpiece items but no trend in regard to their occurrence on the
market. More interestingly, there is a very regular appearance of high value works that grant
a consistent appeal to the market and are able to assist in propelling it forward year-on-year.
Overall, avoiding the high value works it is important to note that the median in the New
York market has increased every year with and without sales over three million dollars - with
the exception of 2021 due to the onset of Covid-19. The larger New York market allows us to
identify trends while in the smaller London market trends are more susceptible to
unexplained variances.

34
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Clare McAndrew, TEFAF Art Market Report (2016), 22
Clare McAndrew, ART BASEL Art Market Report (2020), 174.
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ESTIMATES
Estimates are released prior to the sales occurrence, allowing for potential buyers to
gauge whether they are interested in bidding. It also allows for bidders to understand when
something is being offered for a good price, if there are no competitors, or if they see that a
work is well below the estimate. An estimate must be agreed upon by not only the specialists
but the consignor of that piece(s) – obviously the issue with the consignor is normally that
“they feel the need to demand the highest estimate price36.” Another party involved other
than the potential bidders, consignors and specialists is the competition from other auction
houses. If the consignment is worth “winning” chances are they are surveying their options –
it is frequent that auction houses may make deals such as not charging a marketing or
photography fee or ensuring a third party guarantor to guarantee that the work will sell for the
low estimate the specialist provides (sometimes the guarantor can be the auction house).
The London Estimates show that in four out of the eight years (50%) most of the lots
sold within the estimated range. For six out of the eight years (75%) the second highest was
for the lots to have been above estimate. For five out of the eight years (62.5%), or six if you
include being equal to, more lots have not sold rather than selling for below the estimate. It
was only in 2015 where more lots did not sell as opposed to those selling above, below or
within estimate. These percentages show the value of estimates and their capability to drive
the market. Globally sales value fell by 7% in 2015 and the volume of sales also fell by 2%37.
Clare McAndrew’s 2016 Art Market Report additionally states that in the European Old
Masters sector 91% of the lots sold in 2015 were priced at less than $50,000 and accounted
for only 21% of the value38. This could be the reason as to why in both London and New
York in 2015 the “not sold” is the highest category. From the data range of both the New
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Martin Gammon, “What Auction House Estimates Really Mean-and What They Can Tell Us,” Artsy, November 20, 2019,
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York and London markets out of the 44 not sold (from 140 lots), only 14 were over $500,000
and 23 (52.3%) were under $250,00039.

Graph 3
(ERIN HAYDON): Showing the London Estimates from 2014 – 2021 of all lots [information is taken from Appendix 2]

The New York estimates differ. The amount not sold is higher than those within,
below and above estimate in four years, (five if you count being equal to), out of the eight
years. However, the sum of above, below and within estimate is always greater than the
percentage of the lots not sold except for in 2016 when 50% (26 out of 52 lots) were not sold.
In five out of the eight years (62.5%) the lots within estimate were either first or second.
Most notable is the same instance as the London market, which is that there is a better chance
of a work being not sold than it being sold below estimate. In New York’s case six, (seven if
you include being equal to), of the eight years the sales below estimate was the lowest.

39

Taken from Appendix 3 – pounds converted
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Graph 4
(ERIN HAYDON): Showing the New York Estimates from 2015 – 2022 of all lots [information is taken from Appendix 1]

This information elicits that it seems probable that the market is largely driven by the
estimates provided before auction. It is known that auction houses do alter estimates by
publishing a lower figure “to encourage collectors with the prospect of a bargain40.” This
would explain, for both the London and New York markets, why the below estimate works
are the smallest percentile. However “conversely [auction houses] raise the estimate to entice
bidders with the perception of high quality41.” Yet in a study done by Robert Ekelund of the
notorious “The Eight” American artists the survey, of how the hammer price compared to the
estimate, found that “buyers are most activated to bid when they think a “bargain” will be
arriving at auction42.” Thus it seems that the auction house could lean either way with regards
to attempting to lure the buyer but that may just be the knowledge of the auction house and
dependent on external factors – be that third party guarantors, who is bidding etc.
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In Figure 6 are works that were estimated to sell over a million (pounds and dollars)
but did not sell. In New York there were seventeen works that did not sell and in the London
sales there were eight. This could be due to the difference in lots up for auction since New
York had 497 lots versus London with 295 lots for auction.

Figure 6
(ERIN HAYDON): Bought in works with low estimates over 1 million (Pounds and Dollars) extracted from Appendix 1 and 2

Graphs 5 and 6 are to portray the range of estimates for the higher value pieces of the
works that did not sell. As discussed previously, with regards to the rarities of masterpieces,
this is to show that no work estimated as a masterpiece above £5 million or $5 million did not
sell. For the London sale two works had a high estimate over £3.1 million. One of these was
John Constable’s The Glebe Farm which had an estimate of £3 – 5 million. Subjectively
speaking in 2021 Constable had two other works within that auction. Both works selling
above their estimate, one for £813,000 above a £200,000 – 300,000 estimate and the other for
£315,000 above a £80,000 – 120,000 estimate. Thus, it could be that buyers would rather
purchase or bid for a more reasonably priced painting. The large disparity in the estimate was
not due to dimensions as one sold for less at 82 x 112 cm (versus 61 x 78.5cm) but rather
because The Glebe Farm was the “critical study” by which the other versions were based
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upon – one of which is at the Tate in London43. This work was featured in the catalogue
however it could be that the many versions of this work deterred buyers from agreeing with
its estimated value. It could also merely be that after seeing two works for a drastically
different fraction of the price, it did not resonate with buyers to bid for that large a sum.

Graph 5
(ERIN HAYDON): Bought In London Lots with Estimates over £1 million [taken from Appendix 2]

The New York sales, like London, also had the majority of both its high and low
estimates within the $1 – 2 million range. Two of the four works that did not sell and had
above a $4.5 million high estimate were interestingly works by Giovanni Antonio Canal, also
known as Canaletto – of whom has five works on the New York Market. The Interior View of
the Henry VII Chapel, Westminster Abbey had an estimate of $5 – 8 million in 2016. This
work sold in 1997 for $2.8 million. This large increase could have inhibited the buyers. The
same can be said for the other work titled London, a View of the Old Horse Guards and
Banqueting Hall which was estimated between $4 and $6 million in 2015 having previously
sold for $1.6 million in 1997. Another reason for lack of sale could be due to the attention
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drawn to other lots in both sales. In 2016 Orazio Gentileschi’s Danae was sold for $27
million. In 2015 four lots sold for over $4 million and another five lots sold over $2 million.

Graph 6
(ERIN HAYDON): Bought In New York Lots with Estimates over $1 million [taken from Appendix 2]

These graphs show the necessity to specify certain situations and outliers, many of
which have reasons as to their anomality. Furthermore, this chapter proves that the general
observations and detractions from the data show that the market has and is steady or
increasing, contrary to the original hypothesis. As problems arose when collecting the data,
be that artists’ change in attribution or inability to locate the work, the complexity of the Old
Masters market was shown. This emphasized the need to look at the data from various angles,
from separating the high value master pieces or looking at the London and New York
markets together but also individually.
It must be noted the value estimates have on the auction market as a whole and in
essence their definition. The reserve is the minimum a piece can sell at auction, which is
normally either the low estimate or closely below thus the auctioneer will not sell said object
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at any lower price44. This is important because although works did not sell in the data set it
does not necessarily mean that they deteriorated in value. It rather means artificially that the
value is maintained – it could be due to the auctioneer, a lack of bidders for said work,
possibly too high a reserve price or even just attention being drawn to other lots. It should be
noted that in the week after the auction post-sales occur or as a result of a lot being bought in
and the auction house acting as the guarantor, they must pay the sum45. Nevertheless,
estimates and reserve prices are shown to drive the market through this data. For works that
previously did not sell in this data set does not equate to a decline in value for a future sale,
showing an increase in the market.
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III
CARAVAGGIO
Caravaggio is a renowned artist, with 28 works strewn across Europe, 10 in the
United States and countless others in museums, churches and private collections in Italy.
What is interesting about Caravaggio is not his fascinating history of murder and trouble but
rather his legacy today. Caravaggio has had one work sell publicly at auction in 1998 for
$145,000. “In the middle of the 20th century nobody cared about Caravaggio” which just
elicits the unwavering mentality of the market46. In 2014, Judith Beheading Holofernes was
found in an attic and although there was dispute by experts on its authenticity, it sold in a
private sale for $170 million to billionaire art collector J. Tomilson Hill47. Recently in the
news was the only mural Caravaggio ever painted in a Roman villa hoping to auction at $546
million but it did not draw a single bidder48. This parallel of Caravaggio and the data
collected can prove the power yet spectrum of scarcity. Only 68 works are known to exist and
five of those are in private hands today. On one end, the work like the piece collected by
Tomlinson Hill could sell for an extraordinary amount, on the other end of the spectrum it
could not sell at all. Caravaggio and his work in a multitude of museums, be that the
Metropolitan Museum of Art or across the world to the Louvre, highlights the position of
museums in the market.
Do museums have a positive effect from scarcity, by reducing the amount of works
per artists in hopes that those artists increase in value? Alternatively is there an adverse
impact on these artists since they are housed in museums for such a lengthy period that there
is either no recent monetary comparison for a collector or not as strong a consideration of
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their value? Deaccessioning museum works can occasionally be very controversial and the
AAMD (Association of Art Museum Directors) loosened its guidelines due to the pandemic.
There are two main rules when a museum deaccessions works and those are outlined by the
AAMD stating:
“The decision to deaccession is made solely to improve the
quality, scope, and appropriateness of the collection, and to
support the mission and long-term goals of the museum.
Proceeds from a deaccessioned work are used only to acquire
other works of art—the proceeds are never used as operating
funds, to build a general endowment, or for any other
expenses.49”
This implies that when a museum purchases or acquires a work, it will stay within
their collection if not on display. It should also be noted that many renowned Italian works
that have been deemed “cultural interest” (by an artist over 70 years dead) are not allowed to
leave Italian territory. If the work is within a private entity the owner is “under obligation to
preserve its integrity (Article 20 (1) (a) of the CHC). And in some cases, the work may not
leave the house or place which it was found50. This further influences the scarcity of some
artists as it removes them from the market all together.
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ARTIST FREQUENCY
With regards to masterpieces, the New York market from this data set had 70 works
sold for over $1 million. Of these 70 works, Lucas Cranach the Elder was the artist of three,
Orazio Gentileschi with three, Peter Paul Rubens with four and Francisco Jose de Goya Y
Lucientes with three. To take this information a step further, the total works of each artist
from 2015 until 2022 not limited to those of over $1 million in these sales is five by Lucas
Cranach the Elder, four by Orazio Gentileschi, four by Peter Paul Rubens and four by
Francisco Jose de Goya Y Lucientes. The high percentage of their works valued in excess of
$1 million is interesting when compared others such as Hubert Robert who has 11 works in
the New York sales with his top sale being $500,000. It could be argued that the less
frequently an artist appears in the sales then the more valuable their work is deemed to be.
For example, Adam de Coster who had one work in the data set selling for $4.1 million only
has 26 works on the auction market. Similarly Agnolo Gaddi and Valentin de Boulogne,
whose singular works from the data set sold for $1.2 and $1.6 million, only have had 17 and
24 works within the auction market. This is in comparison to artists who also had one work
on the auction market but that one work did not sell – for Cornelis de Heem has had 182
works on the market, Salvator Rosa with 945, Albert Cuyp with 145 and Louis Leopold
Boilly with 1,031 works featured on the auction market. Thus to a large extent this statement
is true but the data does not ensure that an artist who appears on the market once or
minimally is guaranteed a high value sale. For The Master of the Annunciation of the
Shepherds’ work, The Annunciation to the Shepherds; The Adoration of the Shepherds, did
not sell its singular work in the data set and only has 24 works on the market, as is the same
for Pedro de Camprobin who has only had 40. This further emphasizes that certain artists,
their history or even people’s preferred style and the auction house’s estimates can take
preference over scarcity of the artist.
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As with all auction markets, timing, buyers, and marketing is all in play but to an
extent the concept of frequency of an artist connects directly to the façade of scarcity. This
can be seen through Sandro Botticelli’s back-to-back sales. The Young Man Holding a
Roundel sold for $92.2 million including buyer’s premium, the highest ever price achieved by
an Old Master work at Sotheby’s. Subsequently in January of 2022 another Botticelli arrived
on the market, with the Man of Sorrows selling for $45.4 million with premium and a
hammer price of $39.3 million. For this work “there was arguably lackluster competition…
which was billed as a star lot and … hammered short of its estimate, which was published as
“in excess of $40 million51.” I argue that this is the result of such a large-scale sale happening
just the year before. As the Young Man Holding a Roundel was advertised as “one of only
three by the artist that remain in private hands52.” This could in a sense rescind or diminish
the statement when another Botticelli appears on the market.
However, this is with regards to what is deemed a shock value piece, which may and
does collect interest from even those not necessarily used to collecting Old Masters. In
Chapter II we noted that the top 16 biggest increases of prior sales were identified as those
with an increase of over $750,000. From those 16 artists, see Figure 6 below, 25% (4 out of
16) of them only have 1 work on the auction market. Another 25% have 3 works on the
auction market but more notably 37.5% of the artists have five or more works from the data
set. Jacobus Vrel’s work, Street scene with two figures walking away, sold first in 1995 for
$44,700 and in 2019 for $1 million at hammer price – a 2,239.1% increase. Claude Vernet
Joseph had a 1,761.9% increase from his work, Mediterranean harbor scene at sunset with
fishermen pushing off a rowing boat selling for $50,760 in 1998 to $843,576 in 2019.
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Therefore, when works by an artist or a specific piece appear on the auction market more
than once this does not diminish the value of the artist, nor the specific work of art.

Figure 7
(ERIN HAYDON) Table showing top 16 increases both in London and New York of previously sold works (all over $750,000)
extracted from Appendix 3

Some works did of course decrease in value. Pieter Brueghel the Younger’s work Return
from Kermesse sold for a hammer price of $4 million in 2011 to then with premium selling
for $3,050,205 in 2016 – a decrease of 76.26% in value (Figure 7). Subjectively speaking
Pieter Brueghel the Younger did many works surrounding a Kermesse, which is translated as
a village fair or fete. In 2001 his work titled Village Kermesse sold for $4.9 million, he
completed another work that was titled Return from Kermesse that sold for $157,221 in 2003
another by the same name selling for $202,068 in 1997. It is normal for artists to either repeat
works or to complete works multiple times with minimal changes as was seen in John
Constable’s work title The Lock.

Figure 8
(ERIN HAYDON) Table showing biggest reductions in previously sold works in both London and New York (all over
$750,000)

The question of whether how often an artist appears at auction affects their value can
be taken one step further. Figures 9 and 10 show artists who made sales over £1 million for
London and $3 million for New York. For the London sales 15 out of the 16 artists had over
100 works appear at auction. Joseph Wright of Derby had his work, An Academy by
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Lamplight, sell in 2017 for £8.2 million at hammer price. He has had 203 paintings, two print
multiples and 17 drawings/watercolors appear on the market. In the New York sales, out of
the 19 artists that sold works over $3 million, 10 of them had more than 100 works on the
market. Giovanni Battista Tiepolo’s work Madonna of the Rosary with Angels, sold for $15
million in 2020. Tiepolo has had 124 paintings, 567 prints and 543 drawings/watercolors on
the market.

Figure 9
(ERIN HAYDON) Table showing all the artists who sold over £1 million from the London Sales extracted from Appendix 2

Figure 10
(ERIN HAYDON) Table showing all the artists over $3 million from the New York Sales extracted from Appendix 1

This data shows that for an artist to be considered a rarity at auction, such as
Caravaggio – it does not deem that work or artist as important. People appreciate certain
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works of art more than others and as previously mentioned what helps guide an assignment of
value is the estimates assigned. It must be noted that catalogues and marketing play a large
role in the lead up to the sale and attracting specific buyers. Although there is a pushback
from younger generations on the printing of catalogues, these combined with video tools are
able to attract the buyers prior to the sale on what are deemed as highlights53. Included in
catalogues is provenance, history of the piece and can serve as explanation to why some lots
previously mentioned were not sold.
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ARTIST ATTRIBUTION
Thus, as much as marketing plays a role getting the buyers’ attention, so does
attribution. As addressed previously it is frequent for an Old Master artist to previously have
been attributed to either “a follower,” “circle of,” “studio of,” or even to a different artist all
together. For collectors, deeming a work by a singular artist can immediately “lift the value
of a centuries old picture54.” The further the title moves from “attributed to,” to per say
“school of” the more the auction house is in admittance of weariness about the origin or
history of that piece. This means that both the auction house and the buyer should err on the
side of caution because if the work after purchase is deemed to be different from what they
claimed, lawsuits up to five years after purchase are possible. However, similar in nature to
that of Koons or Hirst, Old Masters artists used to have workshops assist with their pieces.
Aside from this obsession of attributing a singular name to a work there is frequency, even
within this data, of artist’s names changing on a singular work. In 2017 a work by Peter Paul
Rubens, Study of a Horse With a Rider, was sold at Sotheby’s for a hammer price of $4.3
million. This work was previously sold at Christie’s Amsterdam as “after Anthony van Dyck”
for £8,000 in 2015.
Sotheby’s catalogue states that it is a “newly discovered work [and] a
rare example of a large-scale animal study by Rubens”. However,
Christie’s stands by its own view. In a statement it said: “We remain
confident in the cataloguing from the Amsterdam auction and understand
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there is no consensus of opinion from leading scholars and experts in the
field on the new attribution of the work.”55
This dispute came about after Sotheby’s removed restoration work to unveil work of a typical
nature to Rubens. This also happens with works being “attributed to” or a “follower of” and
then upgrading in title with certainty of their origin. Examples of this from the data set
include Portrait of Thomas Wentworth on sale in 2021 by Anthony van Dyck that was
previously listed as “follower of,” as well as A Wooded Landscape with Peasants Crossing
the Rivers by Jan Brueghel the Elder which previously sold as “attributed to.” These instances
immediately prompt the occurrence of the lost Leonardo da Vinci which was spotted at an
estate sale before being authenticated to then go and sell for $450 million.
The data set can show how estimates also apply directly to attribution. Domenikos
Theotokopoulos, also known as El Greco, has had three works both in the New York and
London market all sell for over $500,000 with the highest at $2.3 million. The work shown
below titled Saint Veronica holding the veil, sold for $550,000 in 2017 between an estimate of
$400,000 and $600,000. Described by Sotheby’s as “believed by a number of experts to be an
autograph late work by El Greco” yet “largely unseen by scholars for the last century56.” This
work is believed by Sotheby’s to be by El Greco due to his inventories upon death, drawn up
by his son, that included “una Veronica” and “una Veronica con angeles por acabar.” The
ambiguity of this language paired with the estimate presents an image of a deal for potential
buyers. Out of the 15 attributed by works in this data set, only three did not sell, five sold
below estimate (four of which were under $50,000 difference), four were in estimate and
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three were above. This further proves that estimates drive the market even when attribution is
not guaranteed to the artist.

Figure C
El Greco, Saint Veronica Holding the Veil, oil on canvas, with a 1 3/4 in. later addition along the top

It can be said that attribution matters as much as estimates. It can additionally be
stated that marketing and correct timing also matter. The attaching of a name to an artist can
be successful with correct and sufficient explanation and highlights, however as this data
shows, it does not always guarantee success. This is seen in the spectrum of Caravaggio, with
one work not selling yet the other being swept to a private sale prior to auction. Museums
address the idea of a more permanent private collection, as in the example of Rembrandt’s
sale, with the help of the Dutch government to the Rijksmuseum57. As frequency of artists
does not appear to result in a decline in value, it proves to a certain extent that there is not
necessarily a scarcity of buyers. This further contributes to the upward trend of the Old
Masters market.
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IV
CONCLUSION
The future for the Old Masters market cannot be foreseen or foretold from this data.
That is not to say that this data doesn’t show a positive trend. The research shows that the Old
Masters market does not exhibit a downward trend despite competing headlines from the
media. Although the overall value of sales may rely on what are deemed as shock value
pieces, that is what the market requires in today’s climate to garner attention from potential
buyers. It is not a valid long term strategy to rely on their typical customers.
Works selling for $1 million or more accounted for 60% of the value of the total
market in a mere 1% of the lots. McAndrew also finds that of the whole market;
“Ultra-High End has shown the greatest growth since the last major
recession in the market in 2009, increasing in size by almost 600%,
and with 438% more lots sold at this level… The outsized growth at
the top of the market has been driven by a combination of scarcity of
the highest-value works and the ever expanding wealth of the ultrahigh net worth collectors chasing these same, small number of unique
lots, creating an excess of demand over supply and boosting prices.
Increasing wealth inequality in key economies has driven growth in
this top segment, giving more spending power to wealthy collectors,
who seek limited chances to purchase key works as they come onto
the market58.”
As the top 1% of the population is getting wealthier it can be assumed that the pieces that may
have sold for $1 million or above may sell for much more in the future. However, this can
also be the case for lower value pieces that may not have been seen in the market in 20 or so
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years. Pieter van Mol’s Diogenes with his lantern looking for an honest man sold in 1997 for
$380,000 and in 2022 sold for an incredible $4.4 million dollars. Forbes released an article
stating that those who are driving this growth are a “new generation of millennial collectors”
whose average purchase is now at $378,00059.
Although it is easy to answer that the future of the Old Masters market should pivot to
rely on the younger collectors, that is not the complete answer. If these higher value pieces are
being purchased, it is not likely that they will be seen on the market in the next year or soon
after that. This is similar to the idea of masterpieces being held in museums where it is
unlikely that they will be deaccessioned. Recently when a work has been sold year-on-year it
is not deemed a high value piece. In 2022 Filippino Lippi’s Penitent Mary Magdalene
Adoring the True Cross in a Rocky Landscape, sold for $450,000 and in 2021 it did not sell.
In 2020 Jean-Baptiste Paulin Guerin’s work, Portrait of a Woman three quarter length in an
elegant black velvet dress, sold for $36,000 and in 2021 sold for $16,732. Lastly Luca
Signorelli’s Saint Nicholas of Bari saving Three Knights from Execution sold for $140,000 in
2022 and in 2020 sold for $80,000. Now although some of these examples may show growth
the point is to show that the kind of works that appear on the market year-on-year and these
are not the very high value items.
Caravaggio serves as a quintessential example of scarcity. With most of his works in
private collections and museums, and only one on the public auction market, it proves
although on a dramatic scale what the data found. As Villa Aurora did not sell at auction it
proves that the frequency of artists does not guarantee success (however it must be noted that
there were other factors with regards to this sale). Contradicting such a statement is that his
work being in countless museums and his own renowned history could result in a sale as it did
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privately with Tomlinson Hill. Caravaggio and his timeline of works looks to the future of the
market and poses the question of how these masterpieces arise and the shock behind shock
value.
Always addressed as “seemingly forgotten” or in “need of new tricks” the Old Masters
auction market defies media headlines60. For this is not to say the sector does not receive
plausible press, it is more to elicit that when it does, it is normally in conjunction with a
negative connotation. In an article released in January of 2022 titled “The Old Masters market
roars back to life” the implication is that it was dead in subsequent years61. This thesis goes to
prove exactly the opposite – that this market has at least held steady from 2014 until 2022.
I contend that this consistency has been held in balance due to the estimates. It should
be noted that the extremely high value masterpieces be that the Botticelli’s or the Tiepolo,
have no range of estimates. They are merely granted a low estimate or an estimate upon
request to which the bidding can begin. Reserve prices act as a net to catch the value if the
low estimate does not work, which still assigns value to the piece acting as a hidden driver
until the day of the auction. These estimates assign a value, no matter the frequency of the
artist or its attribution and allow for buyers to gauge whether to invest and or competitively
bid. Like all sectors of the market, certain works or artists are deemed as more valuable – this
can be through scarcity or history, marketing tools by the auction house or merely preference
of the bidders participating in that said auction. The Old Masters market’s masterpieces are
scarce and random with their appearances but for such a small sector of the auction market
they have a huge impact. Over recent years some of the most iconic sales have occurred
within the sector; the finding of da Vinci’s Salvador Mundi ($450 million), Sandro
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Botticelli’s $92 million sale and 2016’s Pendant Portraits of Maerten Soolman’s and Oopjen
Coppit by Rembrandt to the French and Dutch government for $195 million.

Figure 11
(ERIN HAYDON) New York’s total sales revenue excluding sales over $3 million extracted from Appendix 1

As previously stated, the median values of the New York market sales revenue have
grown year-on-year with the exception of 2021 when the onset effects of Covid-19 began.
Similarly, the average sales value show an upward trend and although it is not every year, it
has still increased since the initial data collection. This shows the upward trend of the market,
without the occurrence of the high value pieces (obviously the sales revenue still grew with
them, however 2021 was immensely high due to Sandro Botticelli’s $92 million sale). It
should be noted that even without the extremely high value masterpieces there are enough of
the high value works to maintain the market. The shock value works are able to grant a large
sum of money to the total sales and regain interest, from the media or buyers not normally
looking into the sector, but without these works the market still holds steady.
Conversely reason for the long-term survival of the Old Masters auction market may
also prove to be its downfall - scarcity. For if these “masterpieces” appeared more regularly,
the shock would be removed and thus so would the high price tag to justify that surprise.
However, with no knowledge as to when one is to appear again at sale there is an uncertainty
the market.
Nevertheless this thesis demonstrates the sturdiness and longevity of this market
despite the issues caused by the paradox of scarcity.
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V
APPENDICES
The attached appendices are extracted calculations from three Excel sheets. Appendix 1
shows the general trends of the New York and London market. It displays a general
description of the paintings not sold, the average and median sales revenue and hammer
prices as well as each year excluding works, for New York over $3 million and London over
£2.5 million. Followed by the number of paintings sold by band per year in a percentage.
Appendix 2 details the markets for New York 2022 to 2015 and London 2021 to 2014 and
has an analysis from each sale. It states the total hammer price from all lots, the total price
with buyer’s premium and the totals of both the high and the low estimate. Following
calculations additionally exclude works over $3 million for New York and £2.5 million for
London but importantly when separating the works by band of pricing, utilizes a numerical
value of how many lots fall in said band. Following calculations include a comparison of the
hammer price to the estimate as well as a numerical value of how many are above, below or
within the estimate range.
Appendix 3 outlines the inflation calculation, although it was not further utilized, and the
pound to dollar calculation from the Bank of England. Additionally, it features the largest
increases and decreases of price from prior sales as well as every work from the 792 lots
collected that were previously on the auction market.
The raw data can be accessed via link that further includes each work in the sale and for
Appendix 3 has each UK work converted into dollars for comparison purposes of specific
artists used.
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APPENDIX 1: GENERAL TRENDS

NEW YORK GENERAL MARKET TRENDS
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LONDON MARKET GENERAL TRENDS
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APPENDIX 2: ANNUAL TRENDS

NEW YORK 2022
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NEW YORK 2021

LONDON 2021
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NEW YORK 2020

LONDON 2020
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NEW YORK 2019

LONDON 2019
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NEW YORK 2018

LONDON 2018
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NEW YORK 2017

LONDON 2017
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NEW YORK 2016

LONDON 2016
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NEW YORK 2015

LONDON 2015
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LONDON 2014
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APPENDIX 3 – COMBINED DATA

INFLATION AND EXCHANGE RATES
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PRICE CHANGES BY DECREASE AND INCREASE

LONDON PRICE CHANGES FOR PRIOR SALES
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NEW YORK PRICE CHANGES FOR PRIOR SALES
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